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Assembly, discussions look at race in St. Louis

What will it be? Committee
nearing device recommendation

Jones, ‘59, gives presentation on historical context

BY Connor
CORE STAFF
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FitzGerald

D

r. Terrence Jones, ’59,
addressed the SLUH
Community
Wednesday
morning as part of a special
assembly to address the racial history of St. Louis. The
event also included two other
speakers, senior Jack Sullivan
and history teacher Erwin
Claggett, and small-group
discussions that covered racism both in St. Louis and at
SLUH and was organized by
a committee of faculty members, spearheaded by Dr. John
Moran.
After brief introductions
from Principal John Moran,
who spoke about the big picture of the situation in Ferguson and its connection to
Jesuit principles and stressed
the importance of respectfully sharing opinions, senior
Shayn Jackson introduced
Jones. Jones, who graduated
from SLUH in 1959, studied at Saint Louis University,
and received a Ph.D. from
Georgetown University, is
currently a political science

Sam Heagney and Will
Balossi
REPORTERS

O

n Wednesday, The Association for Cultural
Enrichment at SLUH (ACES)
screened I’m Not Racist… Am
I? a documentary following
New York students and their
discussions in racism workshops. After the movie, ACES
led a n.
The event’s attendance of
250 people easily surpassed

Administration will make
final decision
BY Sam Fentress
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I

Dr. Terrence Jones, ’59, speaks in the Si Commons on Wednesday.

professor at the University of
Missouri-Saint Louis.
Jones opened his speech
by talking about the racial
inequality that has been written into St. Louis history, and
argued that it has never been

Hundreds attend ACES
screening, discussion of film
BY

sluh.org/prepnews
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that of past showings by
ACES. In addition to a strong
turnout of students and parents from the SLUH community, high school students
from Chaminade also attended the event in coordination with their own diversity
group, which has participated
in ACES discussions and
screenings in the past.
The event opened with
an introduction to the movie

completely solved since. Jones
analyzed the harsh segregation laws that Missouri had
put African-Americans under
since the Louisiana Purchase
in 1804.
Jones also detailed the
history of the segregation
of St. Louis schools and the
inequality of the segregated
public schools set up for African-Americans in the early

20th century. Even those
African-Americans who continued on to university education were limited because the
schools available to them often only had one career path:
segregated school teacher.
Lastly, Jones spoke about
the lack of opportunity that
African-Americans had in
times when, economically,

continued on page 4
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Journal from Washington

Some major focuses
were commemorating the
ix teachers, 14 students,
25th anniversary of the
and I traveled to the aneight Salvadoran martyrs
nual Ignatian Family Teachand comprehensive humane
In (IFTJ) in Washington D.C. immigration reform. The
to discuss social justice issues conference served as a place
and lobby on Capitol Hill
for Jesuit students to join in
with 1600 other Jesuit stucommunity.
continued on page 5 dents from all over the nation
Executive director of the
Ignatian
Solidarity Network
last
weekend.
|
photo Nolen Doorack
Chris Kerr opened the IFTJ
Our group of 21 traveled to D.C. last Saturday
with a speech remembering
the eight Salvadoran martyrs
morning to learn about and
discuss social justice issues
25 years later and connected
such as immigration reform, our present Jesuit community to the seemingly distant
feminism, racism, and environmental problems.
martyrs.
“This is an anniversary
Before the conference
began in the afternoon, our
of solidarity, of a family of
group had the opportunity to Jesuits,” said Kerr.“I want to
sing a song of peace and love
tour the National Mall and
visit the Washington Monuand justice, but I don’t want
ment, World War II Memoto sing it alone.”
rial, and Lincoln Memorial.
Throughout the weekend, the over 60 delegations
The conference’s theme
sent from Jesuit high schools
this year was “uprooting
and universities joined Kerr
Director of I’m Not Racist…Am I? Catherine Greene introduces injustice, sowing truth, and
witnessing transformation.”
continued on page 3
her film Wednesday night in the Si Commons.
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t’s a question with some
heft: what device or devices
will be in students’ hands next
year, and which students? After more than two months
of research, surveys, visits
and conversation, a group of
around 30 faculty members
and administrators is poised
to make a recommendation.
“I’m expecting them to
come back with both this is
what we’re recommending,
and this is how we’re recommending we do it,” said principal John Moran.
The
recommendation
will happen next Tuesday,
most likely in the form of a
written proposal.
The Device Committee, as the group of faculty
and administrators is called,
is made up of two bodies:
the Instructional Council (a
group that meets regularly
and consists of department
chairs and administrators)
and a group of around 20 faculty volunteers. The group has
met several times over the last

two months to discuss findings from a number of explorations that include visits
to other schools, surveys of
parents and faculty, and studies and reports on each of the
possible devices.
At a meeting this past
Tuesday, the committee listed six possible options for
one-to-one implementation.
Those six plans are part of a
large set of possibilities the
group explored that includes
Apple products like the iPad,
iPad mini, and Macbook, tablets like the Lenovo Yoga, and
other devices like the Google
Chromebook. The group is
also considering a bringyour-own-device
(BYOD)
program where students
would have more flexibility
with what device they would
use in class.
Computer science department chair Dan See, a
member of the Instructional
Council, says the group is
“well on (its) way to making
decision.”
“Probably what’s going
to happen is the Instructional

Fr. Jim Martin, S.J. speaks at breakout session discussing Jesus as God and human through the lens of his new
book Jesus: A Pilgrimage.
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SLUH students debate their way to awards at Missouri Youth In Gov’t.
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Junior Truman Stephens shakes hands with Governor Kate Hannick after the signing of a bill into law.
BY Charlie
STAFF

Mueth

N

ine students from St.
Louis U. High’s recently
founded Youth in Government (YIG) delegation travelled to Jefferson City to attend the Missouri Youth in
Government
convention
(MOYIG) last weekend.
MOYIG—a 66 year-old
program run by the YMCA—
included 646 delegates from
33 delegations across the state.
In only its first year at-

tending the convention,
SLUH performed remarkably
well, as two of its five total
bills written were passed and
signed into YIG law. Only 14
bills were passed in the whole
convention.
“We definitely winged
it going in,” said junior Truman Stephens. “We all kind
of expected just to learn what
was going on, and we didn’t
expect to make a huge difference. Once we got in there,
we actually figured out, SLUH
guys are actually kind of good

Students visit World
Wide Technology
headquarters
Broadens perceptions of
computer science field
BY Sam Bott and Michael
Wiley
REPORTERS

A

group of 40 students
toured World Wide
Technology’s (WWT) headquarters last Friday. The
founder of WWT, Dave Steward, had spoken to the St.
Louis U. High community
about his faith, character, and
business on Sept. 17.
The trip was set up by
President David Laughlin, Director of Advancement Melissa Jones, and WWT employee
Mark Franke, whose son, Justin, is a senior at SLUH. It was
a way for those students interested in computer science to
broaden their perceptions of
the field. “I didn’t really know
what to expect. I didn’t really
understand what they did,”
said junior Michael Hayes.
According to math teacher Dan See, who also visited
WWT, this year’s attendance
was exciting because of last
year’s much smaller turnout.
Faculty and students
visited the Advanced Technology Center, one of several
buildings located at the St.
Louis-based headquarters.
“The most exciting part

of the tour was when they
showed us the area where they
test the new software,” said
See, who said the room contained over $70 million worth
of equipment.
Established in 1990,
World Wide Technology has
grown from a small company
to a global corporation with
more than 2,700 employees
that averages more than $6
billion in annual revenue. It
also ranks 71 on Forbes Largest Private Companies list,
and is number 34 on FORTUNE’s “100 Best Companies
to Work For” list, as Steward
pointed out in his interview
with Laughlin.
A virtual tour of the Advanced Technology Center is
available on WWT’s website
underneath the “Solutions &
Services” tab. The online tour
includes some of the same
sights the 40 students saw,
including the room with $70
million in equipment.
“We got to understand
the company a lot better,” said
Hayes.
“It was a great and fascinating trip. Our guys didn’t
want to leave,” said See.

at this. SLUH got a reputation
of asking tough questions and
making good speeches, and
so we actually ended up doing
really well.”
The convention ran from
Thursday, Nov. 13 to Saturday, Nov. 15; students learned
about the MOYIG system of
government on the first day.
Delegates also presented their
bills to committee groups
who decided whether or not
the bill could be presented in
the House of Representatives
based on its debatability and

presentation.
“(The committee groups
were) where you were able to
get the stuff down before you
brought it to the floor,” said
senior Jack Sullivan. “On the
floor, people would just attack
your bill, so you wanted it all
ready for that if yours was selected.”
All nine SLUH students
were part of the House of
Representatives, which voted
on the bills presented on Friday and Saturday.
The convention also in-

cluded a Senate, an Executive
branch, a Judicial branch, and
media, but no SLUH students
were part of these.
Two of SLUH’s bills were
passed in the House of Representatives—senior
Donn
Mitchell’s and Stephens’s bill
regarding organ donors not
having to pay for drivers’ licenses, and senior Kevin
Thomas’s and junior Tim
Nile’s on requiring police officers to wear body cameras.
“It was really cool seeing
it go through the actual legislative process when, in the
actual congress for the State
of Missouri, things move really slowly,” said Thomas. “It
was really cool being able to
see it all happen right before
my eyes.”
After passing through
the House, the bills needed
to be passed in the Senate on
Saturday and signed by the
governor before becoming
part of MOYIG law. Since representatives of the House were
not allowed to present bills on
the Senate floor, Mitchell, Stephens, Thomas, and Nile had
to find Senators to present
their bills.
Both bills were passed
almost unanimously in the
Senate and then signed by
the governor, Kate Hannick,
daughter of SLUH math
teacher and YIG co-moderator Craig Hannick.
“I think that we definitely
benefited from knowing Mr.
Hannick and having that connection with the governor of

Youth in Government, Kate
Hannick, and Marcy Hannick
who was a huge part of the
House and now is the Speaker of the House,” said senior
John Mattingly. “They helped
us along the way and gave us
the right environment so that
we could speak up and really
make a big impact on Youth
in Government.”
Nile’s and Thomas’s bill
received an “Outstanding
Bill” award—an honor that
only two other bills shared.
“Our kids did great for
our first year,” said co-moderator and history teacher Bob
O’Connell. “I was super impressed with not only our kids
but a lot of the kids there. Our
kids are great. They are mature. They’re so smart on their
feet. They’re well-written. I
think they liked being in the
Capitol, and I think they liked
the experience.”
“Other moderators from
other schools were commenting to me how good the SLUH
boys were in terms of the effort and their ability to debate
their bills, which is very pleasing to me,” said Hannick.
Many YIG members plan
to expand the club at SLUH
so that there will be more delegates representing SLUH at
next year’s convention.
“I’d like to see kids
in other branches,” said
O’Connell. “All of our kids did
the same thing this time. I’d
love if, at some point, one of
our guys was the governor or
the Speaker of the House.”

Robotics Club receives new workspace
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BY Jack Sinay and Gaurav
Nigam
STAFF, REPORTER

T

he Robotics Club is in the
process of moving into
storage closet M8 from storage closet M6.
The one-year old club’s
move began three weeks ago
when members were walking
by M8 and noticed its underused space. After discussions
with Principal John Moran,
the club was given the clear to
begin the move.
Now, the group is focused on furnishing M8.
Renovations have included
adding electrical sockets,
painting, and improving the
lighting. Plans include the
installation of a window and
double doors.
“Well, the double doors
will be pretty handy,” said
sophomore Connor Keeney.
“Because now, instead of having to deconstruct and then
rebuild the vending machine
(their current project) when
we want to take it outside, we
can just get a couple guys to
move it out the door.”
The club started the year
with meetings in M6, right
next door to M8, which was
half-storage and half-open for
their use.
“At the beginning of this
year, it was already getting
crowded,” said junior Michael
Hayes. “So we really couldn’t

Storage items from the new Robotics room are temporarily occupying the Pool Hall.

fit.”

M8, which is across from
the pool hall, situated on the
same side as the weight room,
has roughly four times as
much space compared to the
area available in M6. The club
hopes this will open up opportunities for expansion in
the future.
“The real shame was that
we used to have some underclassmen, who were invited
to participate, come by and
look in the room and see it
was crowded and say ‘Oh, I’ll
come by later,’ but never really
did,” said robotics mentor Jeff
Pitts, who has worked as an

engineer at Anheuser Busch
in years past.
The Robotics Club’s need
for more space has been included in SLUH’s recent talks
with the architectural firm
Hastings + Chivetta. Members of the club made a presentation to the firm outlining why their space wasn’t
sufficient and comparing it to
other schools’ ample room for
STEM programs.
“We made a powerpoint
of three things: what we could
do with the room we had,
what we could do if we got a
new room, and what we could
do if we got an entire new

building,” said Berg.
Ideas for where to go
ranged from using half of the
computer lab to a section of
the old cafeteria until the club
stumbled upon M8. The storage closet was chosen because
it was more economical way
to increase space for little cost.
As the club completes its
move as well as renovations,
they hope the new room will
inspire future students to join.
“The boys don’t want
to just compete this year but
build the program for years to
come,” said Pitts.
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Letter:
Presumed theft leaves visitor
wondering about her security
Dear Editors:

I am one of several women who lift weights and work
out with Dr. Barbara Osburg
on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons. Last Thursday,
sometime between 4:30 and
5:30 p.m. my black L. L . Bean
shoulder bag was taken from
the weight room. The freshman wrestling team and some
members of the weightlifting
club were in the room while I
was working out. Dr. Osburg
and I checked the area thoroughly and asked if anyone
had seen the bag, although by
the time I discovered it was
missing the boys had left the
area. I checked the dumpster
in the school parking lot. Dr.
Osburg checked the boys’
locker room and talked with
the wrestling coach about the
bag. She checked trash containers in the school.
My first thought after

realizing my bag was missing
was that someone must have
mistakenly picked it up from
the weight room. The bag is
designed to be worn over the
shoulder in the manner of a
backpack. I thought someone
may have thought it was his
backpack or lunch bag. Surely, I thought, he will realize his
mistake and return the bag to
me. It contained numerous
items with my identifying information, so it would be easy
to contact me. As the days
passed without a word from
anyone, my hope faded.
The bag is still missing.
Since last Thursday, I
have had to live with the anxiety of not knowing who has
my personal information:
driver’s license, credit cards,
library cards, and checkbook.
Someone has the keys to my
house, my 96-year-old mother’s apartment, my daughter’s
car, and my car. My prescrip-

R

Sincerely,
Virginia E. Heagney
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Senator Roy Blunt (R-MO) tells a group of students the history of his conference room, the office
where then-Vice President Harry S Truman learned he had been elected President.

violence as weak, but peace is
dangerous. We have to make
it loud and impolite.’ It was
just a beautiful insight.”
Sprinkled between the
three keynote speakers were
student speakers who focused
on sharing their own experiences in relation to how the
conference’s theme, uprooting
justice and sowing truth, has
affected their lives.
The third and final
keynote speaker was Ismael
Moreno Coto, S.J. who is
known in his native Honduras as Padre Melo. Padre Melo
is a human rights activist and
director of Radio Progreso,
a local radio station that has
been shut down and occupied
by the Honduran military.
Padre Melo wanted to bring
our attention to the very real
and very present problems in
Honduras. He spoke in Spanish and, with the help of a
translator, brought some of us
to tears by his moving words.
“First of all I want to take
Padre’s Melo’s speech back to
Spanish class so we can take
it apart,” said Vitellaro. “It
was great, and I think it’s an
important thing to discuss in
class.”
“Even though his talk
was in Spanish, the transla-

tion was just, Wow,” said
campus minister Meg Buegg.
The first evening ended
with the premiere of a documentary called Blood in the
Backyard by Loyola Productions, the same company who
made SLUH’s new admissions video. It depicted the
1989 murders of six Jesuits,
their cook and her daughter.
The documentary focused
not only on the events of November 16, 1989 but also how
the legacy remains relevant
to our Ignatian Family today.
The documentary was very
popular with the audience,
and for many was the highlight of the weekend.
“I thought it was an
excellent documentary, and
we plan to show it here at
SLUH,” said Beugg. “It was
educational and emotionally
moving.”
The second day of the
conference focused more on
smaller group learning and
discussion. There were three
blocks of time on Sunday for
students to pick between over
45 different breakout sessions
led by professors, students,
Jesuit priests, and social
justice experts.
Many SLUH students
listened to Fr. Jim Martin,

dents. In one case Fr. Houlihan reconnected with a friend
who had been lost to him for
40 years.
Houlihan has visited
Boston, New York City, Chicago, and Washington, D.C.,
and is scheduled to make a
trip to Denver. More trips will
follow in the second semester.
Houlihan is particularly proud of SLUH graduates who have brought their
sense of Ignatian spirituality
beyond high school and into
their adult lives. Many SLUH
graduates have gone on to
make large impacts on charities and in the lives of the less
fortunate.
“They’re bringing that

3

sense of Ignatian spirituality
to their work,” said Houlihan.
The importance of keeping SLUH graduates connected goes far beyond donation
purposes, and many of these
alums are grateful for the visits. Hearing stories and getting
in touch with figures from
their past allows them to once
again be a part of the SLUH
brotherhood, said Houlihan.
“We want to be in a situation where we keep them connected to the school, where
they can ask questions as to
what’s going on, and personal
contact with them,” said Houlihan.

Kwik Cricket, new club formed
BY Philip Cibulka and Ben
Bott

n unfamiliar sport is
working to make its
name at St. Louis U. High:
the new Cricket Club, led by
sophomore Liam Connolly.
“It doesn’t get as much
recognition and appreciation
as it deserves,” said sophomore Matthew Quinlivan,
who founded the group along
with Connolly and sophomore Brian Pudlo.
Cricket is similar to baseball but with two bases, called
‘wickets,’ instead of four.
A batter also gets to bat
until he gets out. There are
other, more complicated rules
involved and the group tries
its best to stick to them.
“You can definitely see
cricket as where baseball takes

its roots,” said Quinlivan.
The group traces its origins back to the end of last
year, when Connolly would
bring his cricket bat to school
and play with anyone who
showed up.
“There was more and
more demand for an official
club,” said Connolly. “That’s
basically the only reason we
started it. We just play cricket,
nothing’s really changed.”
The group has ordered
official SLUH Cricket Club
polo shirts and organized
games during activity period.
Connolly also has plans to set
up a match between SLUH
and a group of cricket enthusiasts from another school.
One of the highlights of
the club thus far has been a
showdown between the SLUH
students and the Australian

exchange students earlier in
the year.
The club’s moderator is
math teacher Julie Moeser.
After accepting this position,
Moeser did not know what to
expect.
“They’re a good group of
guys and I taught them last
year, so when they asked me
to be moderator I was very
willing to take the position.
They are very enthusiastic
about this club, and I get to eat
free Twizzlers at meetings.”
“It’s like baseball, but you
don’t strike out as much,” said
sophomore Andy Hohenberger.
The club plays almost
every Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, usually outside by
the turnaround, but recently
in the Loge due to the winter
weather.

S.J. speak about the heart of
justice, Jesus. He recently
wrote a book titled Jesus: A
Pilgrimage that follows Jesus
throughout the Gospel and
offers historical context and
insight. Martin is famous for
mixing humor into his talks,
and he was able to lightheartedly break down one of
Christianity’s most central
mysteries, Jesus as God and
human. Martin intertwined
the idea of the “Jesus of history” and the “Christ of faith”.
“Father Martin was definitely my favorite,” said Jones.
“I’ve read some of his books,
and I enjoyed his ability to
communicate with people.

He was so down to earth and
I loved what he had to say
about Jesus.”
Other SLUH students
attended breakout sessions
concerning comprehensive
humane immigration reform
to prepare for advocacy on
Capitol Hill. Two breakout
sessions were dedicated to
informing students about the
current immigration system
and the problems that arise
from it, including inhumane
deportations and breaking
families apart.
Sunday evening, two
hours were dedicated to training the students in advocating
and lobbying on Capitol Hill.

Professional lobbyists offered
tips to the students on how
to respectfully and effectively
convey their beliefs to elected
officials. We participated in
role-play, and practiced going
through our talking points.
“It was very helpful to
practice because the idea of
going to the Capitol is a bit
intimidating,” said junior
Patrick Enderle.
We ended the night with
a liturgy celebrated by Fr.
Kevin Burke, S.J., who connected our social justice work
with that of many others
before us.
“Not only do we enter

REPORTERS
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Twenty-one travel to D.C. for IFTJ

(continued from page 1)

Houlihan visits alumni around
country to catch up

BY John Schwartz and
Scotty
Berger
tion glasses are gone. This per- REPORTERS
son knows where I live.
Do I change the locks on
alph Houlihan, S.J. has
my house and cancel my credbeen traveling around the
it cards? How much time and country to meet and catch up
money will I have to spend with alumni of St. Louis U.
reporting missing items and High and to keep them upreplacing them? What do I tell to-date with what is going
my mother about the security around the school, specifically
of her home?
with Imagining 18, SLUH’s
Yes, there was cash in my strategic planning process.
wallet, but that is the least of
Many of Houlihan’s formy concerns. The violation of mer students from his four
my peace of mind is a much stretches at SLUH enjoy sharharsher and disturbing reality. ing old stories, and they have
Finally, I feel a profound also shown a high interest in
disappointment in the char- SLUH as it is today. They also
acter and integrity of the men want to know what SLUH
of Saint Louis University High is like now and how it has
School. Someone knows what changed since they were stuhappened to me but has not
stepped forward. How sad.

Journal from Washington

as one community in talking
about justice and bringing
that talk to Capitol Hill.
“I thought that it was
amazing,” said Director of
Advancement Melissa Jones.
“It was wonderful that we got
to come together with other
Jesuit schools.”
The weekend-long
conference was broken into
keynote speakers, student
speakers, and advocacy.
Dr. Michael Lee, professor at Fordham University,
spoke of a tradition that is
carried out in the Teach In;
the power of students and the
importance of their work.
Lee said, “We do our
work at a desk, but not from
a desk.”
The next speaker, Marie
Dennis, is the president of
Pax Christi International. She
spoke about the importance
of peace in a world filled with
violations of human rights.
She also posed nonviolence
as a challenge.
“(Ms. Dennis) was listing all these issues, and it was
overwhelming,” said senior
Kevin Thomas. “She opened
up my view of peace and
nonviolence. She said, ‘People
view peace as soft and non-
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white St. Louisans experienced a huge growth in their
assets, resulting in a whiteto-black asset ratio of nearly
20:1.
After Jones’s speech, senior Jack Sullivan spoke. He
opened up his speech stating
that the senior English elective African-American Voices
has changed his understanding of the way African-Americans are treated in St. Louis
and in America as a whole.
Sullivan
originally
thought that the Civil Rights
Movement ended in the
1960s, but said he had learned
that the events in Ferguson
are part of a new civil rights
movement that yearns to finish what the first started. Sullivan noted that the situation
in Ferguson has helped to
stop the sweeping of race issues under the carpet in St.
Louis.
Sullivan originally wrote

his speech as an assignment
for African-American Voices. English teacher Frank
Kovarik so enjoyed the speech
that he spoke with Sullivan
about modifying it and possibly presenting it before the
whole school.
After
Sullivan,
social studies teacher Erwin
Claggett spoke.
“‘Hold fast to dreams for
if dreams die, Life is a brokenwinged bird that cannot fly,’”
said Claggett as he opened his
speech, reciting “Dreams” by
Langston Hughes. “‘Hold fast
to dreams for when dreams
go, Life is a barren field frozen
with snow.’”
Claggett asked big picture questions, such as what
does diversity mean and how
can we, as a SLUH community, implement it in our lives.
Claggett went on to define diversity in his own words. He
then pushed for inclusion, not
just diversity, in our lives.

Claggett advocated compassion for all people and
their opinions, especially for
those seeking normalcy in
their lives. Claggett spoke of
the different ways that many
underprivileged people suffer.
Claggett finished his
speech with a quote from
Dr. Cornel West, an intellectual that visited St. Louis not
long ago to organize peaceful
protests for African-Americans’ rights: “Empathy is not
simply a matter of trying to
imagine what others are going
through, but having the will
to muster enough courage to
do something about it.”
Students and faculty
broke up into homeroom
groups to discuss their opinions on the ongoing situation
in St. Louis and the speeches
after the assembly had finished.
The break into homeroom groups after the presentations allowed students a

small group to express their
feelings and opinions on both
the speeches and the situation of racial inequality in St.
Louis.
“It was really productive,”
said senior Rollin Jackson.
“We had a good conversation
throughout the group. Everyone seemed to have paid good
attention to the speakers, and
everyone also had unique
opinions. We, as a homeroom,
plan to continue the talk on
Friday during homeroom.”
The discussions in homeroom were widely supported
by both the faculty and the
students. Many felt it was a
necessary, mind-opening experience.
“I liked that a lot of
people weren’t afraid to share
their real opinions, even if
they were controversial,” said
sophomore Sam Harmon.
“I think it was a discussion
that really needed to happen;
we formed a collective group

mind, instead of being closed
up about our own opinions.”
“It was enlightening because I got a perspective from
classmates that I usually don’t
talk to,” said junior Alix Warner. “It was cool because I
didn’t know that certain kids
had the different perspectives
that they did.”
Though most felt these
discussions did a good job
of opening the debate about
this question, many also felt
that the school needs to spend
more time trying to tackle this
topic.
“I think many people
were a little cautious about
what they said,” said fine arts
teacher John Mueller. “As
much as (theology teacher
Danielle) Harrison talked
about it being an open experience, I think it’s very hard
for people to talk about this.
It was a good start, but I think
we need to keep up the conversations, if possible.”

“I thought it was good
that we had that conversation,” said senior Jack Potter.
“Although I think we should
return to the discussion because my class had some unanswered questions that we
couldn’t get to during the allotted time.”
“A lot of people were really shy and didn’t want to talk
about it,” said freshman Damen Alexander. “It was really
awkward. We talked about
racism at SLUH and how to
combat it. I didn’t answer any
questions, but a lot of others
did; I was surprised by that.”
English teacher Frank
Kovarik reached out to Jones
in early September to see if
he would be willing to do a
speech on the subject of racism for the SLUH community.
“I had heard him speak
at an event at the College
Church about five years ago,”

continued on page 5

Feature: senior electives, round two
Reading Writing Fiction

Literature of Initiation

Poetry

A

O

T

round 1989, English
teacher Rich Moran created a course called “Creative
Writing,” which had students
reading short stories and poetry, though Moran realized
that some of the students
disliked poetry, and that was
reflected in their writing. In
light of this, Moran created
the “Reading and Writing Fiction” course around 1990.
The course is similar to
other SLUH English courses
in the fact that there’s reading
and writing, but it has its differences that set it apart. The
assignments include reading
short stories, writing journals
on those stories, and revising those journals to create a
quarterly portfolio with their
best work.
There are three main
texts and one movie for the
course.
“I want them to find a
story that’s closer to (the students’) own speaking voice,
and so the various volumes of
stories that we’ve used in the
class have been contemporary American short stories
written mostly in a voice that
seems reasonably colloquial,”
said Moran of the main books.
The first book is entitled
Emperor of the Air by Ethan
Canin, a collection of stories
about family relationships.
“They seem to be stories
that are readily emulated,”
said Moran. “They’re approachable, they’re American,
the plots are not over elaborate. I don’t think students are
ready to write extremely over
elaborate plots.”
The second book is entitled The Night in Question:
Stories by Tobias Wolff, a collection of stories about truth
and how it is not always what
it seems.
“I’m thinking the stories
are almost prompts for the
guys to look into elements of
their lives that might have re-

lated issues,” said Moran.
The third book is entitled
Both Ways Is the Only Way
I Want It: Stories by Maile
Meloy, which features stories
that focus primarily on the
setting.
“These are stories that
remind us of our humanity,”
said Moran, “and raise questions about moments of decision.”
The one movie that
the students watch is called
Stranger than Fiction, a 2006
film that follows the protagonist until the fourth-dimensional wall is broken and he
realizes that he is fictional and
is being narrated into existence. It plays on metafiction,
which is “fiction about fiction,
it’s stories about storymaking,” as Moran defined it.
Students are given four
types of topics for writing
their journals: “Encounter,”
“Girlfriend, Not Girlfriend,”
“Student Jobs,” and “Late
Night Diner.” All of these are
used when they write their
journals, which are either on
the short stories or these types
of topics.
“In each of these volumes, we find some stories
that exemplify these kinds of
stories,” said Moran. “To some
extent, we’re reading fiction in
order to learn how to write
fiction. To some extent, we’re
reading fiction because it’s an
English class, but we do try to
unite those two things.”

ne of the original courses implemented at the
start of the senior English
elective program, Literature
of Initiation looks at different
types of initiation throughout
the course of a semester.
The course is taught by
English teachers Sean O’Brien
and Rich Moran.
The class looks at initiations around the world as well
as in the United States, where
there are many legal milestones that define adulthood.
“At 18 you can vote, you
can buy lottery tickets, you
can make other poor decisions, same with 21. 25, car
insurance goes down, 25
you can be president,” said
O’Brien. “In the world we live
in, there’s all these claims of
how to be a man, how to be
an adult.”
In other countries and
cultures, there are more experiential moments, initiations
where afterwards you can say
you are an adult. The course
looks at these initiations as
well as dealing with parents,
seeing them as flawed, and
losing them. Eventually the
class looks to try and come
up with an initiation for our
world.
“What should you have
to function in our modern
American world? What are
the healthy ways to help make
that transition?” said O’Brien.
Both O’Brien and Moran read Hemingway short
stories, many of them about a
character named Nick Adams,
The Kite Runner by Khaled
Hosseini and The Road by
Cormac McCarthy.
Moran’s class will also
read a novel called Testing the
Current by William McPherson about an eight-year-old
Michigan boy who begins to
discover how the world operates. O’Brien will read Young
Goodman Brown by Nathaniel
Hawthorne, where a young

man is initiated into a world
of sinners, and will end the
semester with Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close by Jonathan Safran Foer, about a boy
who loses his father on 9/11.
O’Brien also spends a
day talking about special forces in the military. Some years,
he has had some of his former
graduates in the marines and
army come and talk about
their experiences.
Both Moran and O’Brien
will watch The Fighter and
read various short stories.
The course ends with students
writing an initiation story.
The class started as a
course called “Coming of
Age” where students studied a series of texts about the
transition from childhood to
adulthood.
“At some point I realized
it wasn’t about changing from
childhood to adulthood but
gateway experiences that take
people from one stage of life
to another,” said Moran. “It’s
about successful and failed
passages from one stage of life
to another stage.”
Taught to second semester seniors, the course is easy
to connect to student’s lives.
“Because of the timing,
the way this course runs into
a big step in their life. A lot of
times you have to show how
literature is connected to (the
students), here the connection is made and you can look
at characters on those terms,”
said O’Brien.

erry Quinn taught the
first poetry class after a
request from students in the
early 1990s. The class had
been offered in years before,
but there wasn’t enough student interest to sustain it.
Quinn first discovered his
love for the art form in both
poetry writing classes as well
as French poetry courses in
college.
The first quarter of the
course focuses on Dante’s Inferno, which lends itself to the
discussion of epic poetry.
“(Inferno) reflects on the
place of poetry both in the
individual spiritual life and in
the larger civic life of the human community,” said Quinn.
“Because of that, we spend a
lot of time in the first quarter
looking at conventions of the
epic, both looking at fragments of older poems and
then modern poems that have
adopted or repurposed those
conventions.”
The second quarter’s unit
focuses on the place of poetry in America, starting with
Walt Whitman and working
forward chronologically. Typically, Quinn teaches works
such as “Crossing Brooklyn
Ferry” by Walt Whitman,
“America” and “A Supermarket in California” by Allen
Ginsberg, “I, Too, Sing America” by Langston Hughes, and
“Poem of Disconnected Parts”
by Robert Pinsky.
“Whitman is a poet who
has a similar ambition (to
Dante’s) in American context
to imagine the ways in which
American identity, and in
particular a democratic identity, insists on a new kind of
poetry for a new country.
That’s his vision. He’s always
thinking about the relationship between the individual
and the crowd,” said Quinn.
Quinn says Langston
Hughes brings the African
American perspective to po-

etry, a perspective that most
poetry hadn’t reflected before
him.
Ginsberg brings a grittier perspective to American
poetry.
“Ginsberg starts to look
at the schizophrenia of an
American identity, that there
are many competing voices,
from very lofty-sounding
voices to very low and even
vulgar voices that are all
pitching in, and what Whitman imagines as a kind of
symphony might actually
sound more like a kind of a
cacophony,” said Quinn.
Robert Pinsky, Quinn
says, applies similar principles
to a modern context, writing on subjects like prisoners
at Guantanamo Bay and beheadings in the Middle East.
Quinn
emphasizes
working at poetic elements
throughout the semester.
“My favorite experiences
of poetry were in writing
classes,” he said. “To appreciate what poets are up to, it
helps to have tried it yourself.”
Assignments working at
these elements start with rewriting a song with different
lyrics to practice meter, and
eventually reaches writing of
poems in various meters.
“It gives us all a chance to
practice something that has a
clear relationship to great art,”
said Quinn.
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Hundreds attend ACES screening of film
(continued from page 1)

by senior P.J. Johnson. After
the movie, people of diverse
ages and ethnicities participated in a productive discussion on the film that touched
on topics such as the n-word
and ignorance and how issues
like these surface in St. Louis
and at SLUH.
“The film and discussion really gave a voice to my
thoughts,” said senior Shayn
Jackson.
I’m Not Racist… Am I?
tried to bring awareness to
the social disadvantages faced
by minorities in the United
States. Much like SLUH’s assembly on racism Wednesday,
Catherine Greene, director of
the film, said the goal of the
movie was to “start the conversation,” not “give quick answers.”
“Hopefully people will
see this movie and want to
learn more about this, and
ultimately do more,” said

Greene.
The movie’s focus on issues of race and its existence
in social structures was very
similar to the topic of the
block day assembly Wednesday morning.
“The film festival has a
certain selection of movies
and this was the one that I
picked out that I thought was
most interesting and relevant
for our school and the Mission of ACES,” said English
teacher and ACES moderator
Frank Kovarik.
Greene, in addition to attending the screening, stayed
afterwards to facilitate the discussion with the help of ACES
members Jackson and Johnson. Greene answered questions from the audience and
responded to some comments
while also allowing other attendees to talk frequently.
The movie itself focuses
on a diverse group of 12 teenage students from various

high schools in New York.
These students were selected
based on their interest in issues of race and oppression.
“The
students
who
emerged as very thoughtful
and curious, were the ones
we reached out to,” said Catherine Greene.
The students featured
in the film went through a
program that focuses on connecting as a community to
get issues of racism out in the
open. In their first meeting,
the group defined racism not
as an individual act of hate or
discrimination, but as a systemic issue.
“(Racism) is the ideas
that there are laws, policies,
practices from the beginning
of our country’s founding that
have been designed to uplift
or help white people and the
byproduct is that people of
color have been hurt by this
or oppressed,” said Greene.
This marks the third

consecutive year that SLUH’s
ACES and the Saint Louis
International Film Festival
(SLIFF) have teamed up to
screen a film entry from the
festival.
SLIFF’s Georgia Frontiere Cinema for Students
Program once again sponsored the screening and sent
a representative to speak. The
film was also shown at Saint
Louis University on Wednesday night.
I’m Not Racist… Am I?
was co-produced by The Calhoun School and Point Made
Films as part of the Deconstructing Race project, an
effort to stimulate dialogue
among teens about the issues
of racism in their city. Due to
their small budget, the movie’s
creators can’t yet afford to produce copies of the film, so they
have been touring around
country to show the film.

held to start discussion
(continued from page 4)
said Kovarik. “I was really
impressed by his delivery and
the information that he presented, so I thought he would
be a good person (to speak
at SLUH). I know something
of his work, and I thought he
would be able to give us some
good context for the deep
structural issues that have
been touched on. I thought
the speech was great. It was
clear and forceful.”
“One of my roles as a
professor at the public metropolitan university of the region is to not simply confine
my activities to the campus,”
said Jones. “It’s an expectation
that the faculty members at
UMSL work in the community using their professional
knowledge to help people
understand the issues they’re
confronted with.”

British Literature

Shakespeare

Short Story

I

T

P

n addition to a cup-full
of tea now and then, students in the British Literature
course take on a dense semester of reading, focused on
four main books: Beowulf, The
Canterbury Tales, Pride and
Prejudice, and Jekyll and Hyde.
Former English teacher
Bill George came up with the
idea for a European writers
course sometime in the late
1990s, but was unable to fit it
into his schedule Terry Quinn
ended up teaching the class.
Like many senior electives,
the class is intermittent, appearing only in years where
there is enough student interest to field a section. Quinn
will teach the course this year;
John Kavanaugh has taught it
in years past.
Quinn starts the class
with Beowulf, an epic poem
penned sometime between
the eighth and ninth century
whose author is unknown.
The poem follows the eponymous warrior in his battles
with different monsters, eventually resulting in his death.
Quinn says monsters—which
in Beowulf reflect human
fears of impermanence and
mortality—recur as a theme
throughout the course.
“To me it gets at these
very deep primordial fears
and jealousies and anxieties
about how life works and how
to create a secure life in the
midst of this sense of the chaotic, dark world around us,”
said Quinn.
After Beowulf, the course
moves on to Geoffrey Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales, a
collection of stories told by
travelers on a pilgrimage to
the Shrine of Thomas Becket.
The Tales is one of the most
influential texts ever written
in English.
“Chaucer is at the beginning of a modern way of
thinking about the relationship between who we are
and the stories we tell,” said
Quinn.
Pride and Prejudice is
another jump forward in his-

tory, moving from the Middle
Ages to the early 19th century.
Written by Jane Austen, it details the complex and subtle
relationships between members of countryside English
gentry. This time, says Quinn,
the monsters appear in other
people.
“The monsters are in the
form of people who might
deceive you, the person who
might not be who they seem
to be,” said Quinn.
Finally, the course takes
on Robert Louis Stevenson’s
Jekyll and Hyde, where the
“monster” theme becomes
even more integral to the story’s characters.
“It’s not roving in the
darkness on the outside, it’s
inside us,” said Quinn. “It’s
something in our own nature
that could come out, that we
have to be afraid of.”
Outside of those four
texts, the course looks at a
number of poems in different
eras of British literature, from
metaphysical poets like John
Donne to World War I poets
like Wilfred Owen.
Along with the theme
of monsters, Quinn says
the course looks at a kind
of “transition from the hero
to the gentleman” in British literature. It starts with
Beowulf—“almost like a Viking hero”—and transitions
to Chaucer, who is writing in
the age of knights and chivalry. By the time the class gets
to Pride, “that knighthood has
sort of evolved into this notion of what it means to be a
gentleman.”

he Shakespeare course
was created to provide
students, who had read at
least one Shakespeare play in
each of their first three years
prior, an opportunity to continue studying the Bard.
The course was first
taught by former English
teacher Bill George in the
late 1980s. After opening the
class by teaching some of
Shakespeare’s sonnets as a reintroduction to Shakespeare’s
language, students would
spend one week reading Romeo & Juliet as a review of
freshman year. George then
would move into plays such
as The Tempest, Twelfth Night,
King Lear, and A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.
Mark Cummings took
over the class in the early
1990’s. A self-proclaimed
“Shakespeare nerd,” Cummings first began studying the
Bard while a sophomore at St.
Louis U. High and even acted
in the 1978 production of The
Taming of the Shrew, the last
time the Dauphin players ever
performed Shakespeare.
Since then, Cummings
has acted in as well as directed
several plays, including working on three with the SLUH
Shakespeare Society. To date,
he has seen several productions by the Royal Shakespeare Company in StratfordUpon-Avon, England.
Like George, Cummings
begins the course by studying
sonnets before moving into
plays. He focuses the class on
performance-based criticism.
Throughout the semester,
students compare at least two
filmed versions of each play.
“We learn about Shakespeare best when we watch it,
if we perform it,” said Cummings. “They’re meant to
be seen, they’re meant to be
played. They’re not necessarily meant to be read.”
The first play that students study is Richard II,
which shows the fall of a
king from power as he loses
touch with a changing po-

litical atmosphere. Cummings
initially chose the play to expose students to Shakespeare’s
history plays, which no prior
English course studies.
“The story is so compelling: This guy who goes from
thinking about, ‘What is a
god?’ to, ‘What is a man?’”
said Cummings.
The class then moves to A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, a
work that follows star-crossed
young lovers as they flee to the
Athenian woods and there are
enchanted by fairies.
“It’s the best of all the
comedies,” said Cummings.
Measure for Measure, the
third play, presents readers
with a challenge, as its story of
a nun pleading for her brother
condemned to die for fornication is difficult to classify into
any one genre; it is known as a
“problem play.”
“(It) follows a comedy
pattern, but it’s so disturbing
in terms of its subject matter
of sex and morality and corruption. It feels so modern,”
said Cummings.
The class concludes with
the study of King Lear, the
tragedy of another man whose
kingship is threatened. It is
considered one Shakespeare’s
darker works.
“It’s the greatest work of
art anybody has ever written.
It asks all the huge, essential questions that everybody
needs to think about,” said
Cummings. “‘What is man?
What is human existence?
What’s our responsibility to be
aware of social justice in the
world?’”

roposed as a complementary, but separate elective
from Fiction Writing course
by Rich Moran in the late
1980s, the Short Story class
revolves around the works of
a few central authors.
The
elective
covers
works works by authors
such as Frank O’Connor, Ernest Hemingway, Flannery
O’Connor, Andre Dubus and
George Saunders.
“We usually start with
Ernest Hemingway, because
he really lays the foundation
for a modern short story in
English,” said Callon, who has
taught the class before. “And
then I usually add a rotating
book, just depending on what
I think would be interesting
this year.”
Callon is on sabbatical
for the second semester, so
fellow teacher Scott Hessel is
taking over for him.
“Hessel chose an author
named Raymond Carver, who
is a minimalist writer from the
80s—minimalist in the sense
that he is trying to find that
middle ground between poem
and novel and how much of
a world or a life he can offer
in that short of a space,” said
Callon.
“Rather than just to read
as many authors as possible,
I like to see across different
stories to see what the author
might be writing,” said Callon.
With short stories, cer-

Jones agreed with many
at SLUH; he thought that the
discussion should be merely
the beginning of a new understanding of the racial history
of St. Louis.
“I would hope that, first
of all, (the presentation) would
spark the curiosity to learn
more about the racial history
of St. Louis, not because it is
a tragic history—although it
is—not because it’s a sad history, but because in order to
do something about it now,
you would be much more effective if you have some understanding of it,” said Jones.

tain authors have different
themes that throughout their
life, they keep coming back to
those themes and questions.
“It’s like in Frank
O’Connor’s stories in sophomore year, he kept coming
back to these young boys at
moments of awakening or
initiation, and he wanted to
honors his own experience by
exploring particular moments
and experiences that created
him,” said Callon. “Ernest
Hemingway, coming back
from WWI, kept trying to
find answers to questions like
‘what is life and how do I live
it?’ And Flannery O’Connor is
interested in things like sinfulness, and what it means to be
made in the image and likeness of God, but to be marred
by sin, trapped in your own
narrow world view. And we
keep getting new answers to
these questions in each story
by each author.”

Reading and Writing Fiction
written by Sam Chechik
Literature of Initiation
written by Jack Kiehl
Poetry
written by Joe Slama
British Literature
written by Sam Fentress
Shakespeare
written by Joe Slama
Short Story
written by Nick Messina
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Senior captain Danny Tarlas handles the puck against Chaminade Monday night. The Jr. Bills won 2-0.
BY Tim Nile
REPORTER

home opener and shut out
Chaminade 2-0, extending its
he St. Louis U. High winning streak to five games.
hockey team beat the
In its game against ViVianney Griffins 7-2 in their anney, the team was missing

T

a total of 11 skaters to injury and club games, but that
didn’t stop them from finding the back of the net. With
11:07 left in the first period,

sophomore Louis Garavaglia
scored on a pass from sophomore Liam Knobbe to give the
Jr. Bills a 1-0 lead.
At the end of the first pe-

riod, the score was still 1-0,
but the Jr. Bills had outshot
the Griffins 13-2.
The second period started quickly with a goal by senior Jack Potter on an assist
from senior AJ Bowman with
13:40 left.
Two minutes later, senior
captain Danny Tarlas scored,
making the score 3-1. Senior
captain Tommy Espenschied
and junior Jonah Schwartz assisted.
With 11:02 left in the second period, a Vianney player
scored twice in 40 seconds to
cut the lead to 3-2.
At 7:05, Schwartz scored
on a rebound from a Tarlas
shot, Knobbe put one through
the five hole of the Vianney
goalie at 3:40 for a 5-2 lead for
the Jr. Bills.
With only 1:07 left in the
second period, freshman Steven Pawlow scored to make it
6-2.
The third period included Garavaglia scoring the Jr.
Bills’ seventh and final goal of
the night as well as a Vianney
player being tossed for head
contact.
The Jr. Bills outshot the

Griffins 39-14 for the game.
“We played pretty well
considering we didn’t have
our top players,” said junior
Andrew Ott. “We had a short
bench and we could still battle
out a win.”
The Jr. Bills’ game against
Chaminade was delayed for
over 40 minutes after the
rookie Zamboni driver ran
into the boards. As soon as
the boards were fixed, the
game started.
First period highlights
included a huge save by junior
Joe Warnecke on a Chaminade breakaway and Ott
blocking a two-on-one opportunity for Chaminade.
In the second period,
Tarlas scored on a power play
following a Chaminade tripping pernalty to put SLUH up
1-0.
Sophomore Luke Gassett
added a short-handed goal
with 9:13 left to seal the 2-0
win.
The Jr. Bills’ next game is
tonight against CBC at 9:45
p.m. and will be played at the
Bill Barn in Affton.

WINTER SPORTS PREVIEW
Basketball
Wrestling

Wrestling seeks to dominate
upper weight classes

Team loses seven seniors, looks
to underclassmen to lead

Junior Matt Nester and freshman Mikey Sanders race for the ball.

BY Marty Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

Y

outh is the name of the
game for this year’s edition of the St. Louis U. High
basketball team.
The Jr. Bills have graduated seven players from last
year’s 15-10 team, including
leading scorer Austin Sottile
(17 ppg) and sparkplug Ollie Tettamble (5.7 ppg). To
make up for the lost depth,
head coach Erwin Claggett is
turning to a youthful core of
sophomores.
Of the seven sophomores
on the team, five have seen
time on the varsity level. The
sophomore who saw the most
playing time last year is Brandon McKissic, who appeared
in all 25 games and averaged
two points a game as a freshman.
“This is a really inexperienced team compared to last
year,” said Claggett.

The only two returning
starters are junior point guard
Matt Nester and senior power
forward Hunter Schmidt.
Nester averaged nine points
and 2.8 assists, while Schmidt
averaged seven points a game
and led the team in field goal
percentage at 66 percent.
Both have worked hard during the offseason to hone their
skills.
“I would say (I’ve improved at) driving to the basket and having more confidence in my dribbling ability,”
said Schmidt. “I feel like if I
catch the ball at top of the key
and there’s an open lane then
I can take it.”
As for Nester, Claggett is
very impressed with what he
has seen from the point guard.
“Matt has grown leaps
and bounds compared to the
player he was last year,” said
Claggett. “He‘s a totally different player. He’s gotten a lot
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stronger and quicker.”
Unfortunately for the Jr.
Bills’ new additions, they will
have to learn on the fly. SLUH
has a tough schedule this year,
facing formidable teams such
as Webster and Hazelwood
Central as well as a monster
of an MCC schedule.
“It’s going to be tough,”
said Claggett. “The (MCC), I
think, is bar none the toughest in Missouri. (There is)
some really good quality talent in the league.”
The
underclassmen,
however, are up for the challenge. “They have a lot of talent and I think this year and
next year will be pretty good,”
said senior small forward
Spencer Stapf. The veteran
leadership of Nester, Schmidt,
and Stapf should help the
young team’s growth.
“We just try to hold peo-

Sophomore Angelo Karagiannis grapples a teammate in practice.
BY Mick Callahan
REPORTER

D

espite their numbers, the
St. Louis U. High wrestlers take to the mats with
high aspirations for the year.
The team has begun its
season with practices and
workouts led by head coach
Jon Ott and assistants Todd
Clemens, Sean O’Brien, former U. High state-placer Rob
Nahlik, and senior captains
Rafael Robert, John Sims, and
Max Kavy.
While the team is short
on overall numbers, there is
no lack of senior leadership.
The team will feature a total of
eight seniors—most of whom
will occupy the upper weight
classes.
The lighter weights for
this season appear to be
short-staffed with only one
wrestler in the lowest four
weight classes—junior Justice
continued on page 7 Binder at 106 pounds.

“He’s a junior now wrestling his third year at 106 with
good strength. I expect a good
year from him,” Ott said.
Two other young wrestlers the head coach expects
a lot from are junior Ben
Schulte (145), and sophomore
Angelo Karagiannis (160)
who both stand out with their
strength and work, Ott said.
Also occupying the middle weights are senior Colin
Arroyo, junior Henry Mungenast, and sophomores Nate
Henty and Danny Trittler.
“Trittler has surprised
me with his work and his
speed,” Robert said. “I can see
him doing some really good
things this year.”
In the upper weights,
the team is flooded with seniors starting at the 170 lb.
weight class all the way up to
the heavyweights—featuring
all three captains plus Mick
Callahan, Sigmund Gusdorf,
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Aaron Kilgore, and Brian
Thorp. The overload of upperweight seniors actually means
that not all of them will be
able to wrestle on varsity since
there are more wrestlers than
there are classes.
“With all the seniors, I
think from 170 and up we
will do really well, especially
at Districts and State,” Robert
said. “I expect us to get four
or five qualifiers in those five
classes and hopefully one or
two placers.”
“I expect to have up to
three or four placers this year;
with the quantity and quality of our seniors, I believe
that is very reasonable to expect. Also, I think we should
be able to get two or three
guys to take first place at every tournament we go to this
year,” Ott said.
The season begins Dec. 2
at home against Windsor.
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Season wrap-up: Swimming looks
back on best season since 2003

Season in review: XC runs the SLUH way

BY Patrick
REPORTER

A

Schuler

T

he St. Louis U. High swim
and dive team had a very
successful season this year.
The Jr. Bills won MCCs for the
fourth straight year and took
fourth overall in the State
meet, their best finish since
2003.
Looking ahead to next
year, the Bills will have four
new senior captains: Chris
Kreienkamp, Michael Krause,
Patrick Schuler, and Dan
Walsh.
The team will lose some
key swimmers next year
though, as senior captain Colin Derdeyn, who placed third
at State in the 50 Freestyle and
seventh in the 100 Freestyle, is
graduating.
SLUH will also lose State
seniors Arthur Larson, Peter
Brooks, and Michael Ken-

nedy. There are 10 total senior
swimmers graduating.
“We are losing many
dominant swimmers,” Walsh
said. “We still expect to hold
our place at State though next
year, or exceed that.”
SLUH is looking for some
big performances next year
out of returning state swimmers juniors Krause, Mark
Franz, Justin Andrews, and
freshman Mathias Hostetler,
as well as some new faces.
“We can’t rely on two
swimmers to carry us through
State next year,” Kreienkamp
said. “It must be more of a
team effort. We need to qualify
multiple swimmers for different events who, even though
they might not win, will still
contribute to the team.”
Though the swim team
looks good, the dive team
could be a big problem for
SLUH next season. This year,

SLUH is graduating all three
divers and there are no new
divers expected as of right
now. Having three divers was
a great advantage for SLUH in
meets last year, helping secure
consistent points.
Head coach Joe Esposito
had the same goals for the
summer as the captains did.
“My expectation is to
repeat as MCC champs, both
varsity and JV,” Esposito said.
“Also to break two more
school records, especially the
400 Free Relay. I also want
to offer an intensive summer
training camp and encourage
SLUH year round swimmers
to swim high school. Finally,
repeat as the best team in St.
Louis at the State meet and
place second at the 2015 State
meet.”

Basketball begins season on Dec. 1
(continued from page 6)

ple accountable if they mess
up, (but) not be too hard on
them,” said Nester.
Sophomores BJ Wilson
(6’8”) and Ryan Hebenstreit
(6’7”) will replace the height
lost from Sottile and David

Schmelter.
Despite the new nucleus
of young players, SLUH still
wants to compete and succeed
on a high level.
“I’m thinking 20 wins,”
said Nester.

SLUH will host its preseason jamboree this Friday
and Saturday. The regular season starts Dec. 1 with the Pattonville Tournament.

All-MCC football team selections
Offense

Offensive Tackle
Max Kavy (First Team)
Joe Mattingly (Second Team)
Wide Receiver
David Jackson (First Team)
Daniel Isom (Second Team)
Running back
Andrew Clair (First Team)
Andre Colvin (Second Team)

Defense

Defensive End
Anthony Sansone (Second Team)
Defensive Tackle
Spencer Chipley (First Team)
Chris Stahl (First Team)
Linebacker
Bryan Edwards (First Team)
Aiden Jacosbsen (Second Team)
Defensive Back
Tony Adams (First Team)
Perri Johnson (Second Team)
Andrew Clair (Second Team)

Quarterback
Mitch Batschelett (Second Team)
Kicker
Jake Cox (First Team)

Honorable Mention
DB Daniel Jackson
DE Michael Niese
LB Parker Pence
S Dan Tarlas

Honorable Mention
P Will Komos
OL Peter Lynas
OL Aaron Kilgore
OL Christian Stewart

BY Kevin Murphy
SPORTS EDITOR

lthough the St. Louis U.
High cross country team
didn’t capture its third straight
state title, the results and the
effort put forth throughout
the season were enough to
leave the runners and coaches
satisfied.
“At the beginning of the
season, we sat down and said
‘Defend the Title’ and it’s not
in the way that you have to go
out and win, but it’s the way
that we approach training
and tenacity in our races, and
putting out our best effort in
everything we do,” said head
coach Joe Porter. “I think we
met that expectation, and defended the title.”
The team started the season with a successful home
stand at the Forest Park XC
Festival, taking third place
over strong Missouri teams
such as Lafayette and Rock
Bridge, as well as running an
average time of only 16:19.
This performance boosted
confidence for the upcoming
season.
Their next big race came
at their out-of-state race, the
Palatine Invitational. In their
history at the meet, SLUH has
never placed in the top five,
and hoped to change that this
year.
Near the end of the race,
the teams were not separated

by much, but SLUH came out
on top, beating Loyola Academy (Chicago) by only five
points.
Moving forward, the
team still wanted to improve
in areas such as running as a
pack and moving forward late
in races.
“I don’t think we ever had
a race where we were all ‘on,’
but at Palatine, it was really
exciting to see what we could
do, even when we weren’t all
racing well,” said senior Jack
Sullivan.
The next big race didn’t
come until the team ran in
the MCCs in the showdown
between the Catholic schools
of St. Louis. While SLUH was
the favorite, a few CBC and
De Smet runners had a chance
to work into the top five at the
race, preventing SLUH from
getting a perfect score. This
was not the case, though, as
SLUH went on to take the top
six places and ninth place,
which is almost unheard of in
competitive races.
The team went through
Districts and Sectionals easily,
taking seven of the top eight at
Districts and seven of the top
15 at Sectionals, scoring only
31 points.
“I really (liked) Sectionals,” said senior Shayn Jackson. “Even though we may not
have all run fast times, Sectionals was a really good race.”

These two wins brought
the team to the final race of
the year, State, where they
placed second in an extremely
competitive field.
The team was led by senior Matt Hennessey, who
consistently ran at the front
of races and continued this
trend with a sixth place PR
finish at State.
“We’re happy with (our
performance),” said Porter.
“We had the fastest average
time we’ve ever had at the
State meet and the second
lowest point total for SLUH.
We’ve had a great season and
a lot of success.”
Considering the season
as a whole, the group was
happy with its results. The
runners are proud of their
performance and are looking
forward to next season.
“We were really excited
about the freshman group and
how they developed throughout the season to become a really strong group,” said Porter.
“Everyone is good. We are returning a lot of the group that
perfect-scored the JV meet in
our conference. In addition
we are returning two from our
State group (juniors Dustan
Davidson and Joe Butler) and
the first alternate (junior Billy
Balossi). So we are returning
a lot, which is a great thing to
have.”

Racquetball routs Parkway West
BY Joseph
REPORTER

Reznikov

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity racquetball team had
its second match of the season
on Tuesday, stampeding the
Parkway West Longhorns 7-0
to improve its record to 2-0.
Senior and No. 1 seed
Kevin Schneier, was very upbeat about the performance of
his team against West.
“They have always been
one of our toughest competitors, so I was really happy we
were able to win. I think it’s a
great statement for our team,”
said Schneier. “It was also
Doc’s birthday, so the victory
and shutout on top of that was
a pretty great present for him.
It was a lot of fun.”
“We played really well,”

said head coach Joe Koestner. “I was very happy with
how our guys performed. A
7-0 win is huge for us. They
got third in nationals last year
so that’s a huge confidence
booster.”
Though they were successful in the end, a couple of
the matches started out rocky
for the Jr. Bills.
“We had some slow starts
because of nerves, but the kids
settled down and were able
to step up and take control of
their matches,” said Koestner.
With only three returning varsity players from last
year, the nerves were expected
from the new guys, but they
were able to step up to the
challenge, receiving the veterans’ approval.

“Some guys were shaky,”
said senior Brian Kissel. “But
everyone found their groove
and ended up taking control
of their game and winning. It
was really cool to see.”
The next match for the Jr.
Bills is the Top Seed Tournament tomorrow, which features 11 teams.
“We’re usually pretty successful in the tournament, so
we’re looking forward to it,”
said Koestner.
“With the results from
Parkway West, we’re really
confident for this weekend,”
said senior Ike Simmon.
The team has its next regular season match against Lafayette next Tuesday at Vetta
Concord at 3:30 p.m.

2014 Fall Sports All-SLUH team
Soccer

Swimming

Joe Jasso (Sr.)
During his first year on varsity, Jasso contributed to many
shutouts. Not only was Jasso a brick wall on defense, he was
also one of the team leaders in corner kick header goals. His
ability to play both ways contributed to the team’s success
throughout the season.

Sr. Colin Derdeyn (Sr.)
Bryan Edwards, LB (Sr.)
As captain of the varsity swim team, Derdeyn not only set
Edwards had a superb senior year as he finished with over
a new MCC record for the 50 Freestyle, but he also placed third 80 tackles, three interceptions, and five rushing touchdowns
in the same race at State with a time of 21.43.
for the offense. Edwards was selected to the All-MCC first
team.
Jr. Justin Andrews (Jr.)
Junior Justin Andrews broke a MCC record in the 200
Andre Colvin, RB (Sr.)
Freestyle, and continued on to place second in the 200 FreeSplitting time with sophomore Andrew Clair, Colvin led
style, the 500 Freestyle, and the 200 Medley Relay.
the team in rushing with 884 yards, averaging 6.4 yards per
carry. Colvin was selected to the All-MCC second team.

Albert Reinwart (Sr.)
Though not a captain, Reinwart was the most vocal player
on the field. He earned 12 shutouts and allowed only 0.63
goals/game on average. He was crucial in keeping the team’s
psyche under control during big games.
Matt Frein (Jr.)
A junior captain, Frein was a constant leader in the
midfield. Frein’s ability to defend proved to be a huge
challenge for competitors. Frein’s versatile play was a
difference maker in almost all games he played this season.

Football

Cross Country

Tony Adams, S (So.)
In his first full season on varsity football, Adams dazzled,
Matthew Hennessey (Sr.)
recording a team-high four interceptions. The four intercepHennessey was the lead runner of the varsity cross coun- tions made Adams tied for sixth in the area in interceptions.
try team all year, Hennessey finished his strong season with Adams was selected to the All-MCC first team.
a sixth place finish at the State meet and a personal record of
15:53.
-compiled by Marty Johnson, Kevin Murphy, and
Thomas Hogan (Sr.)
Hogan, whose PR freshman year was a 19:41, worked his
way up to a 19th place, All-State finish in this year’s State meet
and a PR of 16:10.

Connor FitzGerald
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Friday, November 14

Sophomore Pastoral
Team congregated in Campus Ministry during lunch
and planned the upcoming
Adopt-A-Family drive next
week. Campus Minister Brian
Gilmore also brought it to
their attention that they are
leading the prayer services
in two weeks, but tabled the
discussion until next meeting.
Film Club watched Iron
Man in 220C after school.
Youth in Government
traveled to Jefferson City for
the weekend. See page 2 of
this week’s Prep News.
Melee Club held their
first smashfest, and junior
Luke Kammerer won first
place with sophomore Sam
Chechik coming in second in
an eight-person bracket.
Yearbook gathered to
continue work on fall pages
for this year’s book.
Rams Club met to discuss Ramfest.
Saturday, November 15

The Ignatian Family
Teach-In for Justice began in
Washington, D.C. It ran from
Saturday afternoon to Monday
evening. See article on page 1
of this week’s Prep News.
Model UN attended the
Civitas High School Model
UN at Alberici Enterprises.
Though not a competition,
many SLUH members contributed great ideas as well as
passing amendments. Nick
Perryman, Kevin Schneier,
and Joe Spellmeyer repre-

Minutes

sented Syria. Emanuel Parker
represented Japan. Liam Heffernan and Jordan Nazemi
represented Belarus. David
Dowd represented Spain. Jake
Senior Pastoral Team
Cox and Duncan Allen rep- congregated in Campus Minresented Turkey. Jack Bender istry at lunch to discuss Misrepresented Chile.
sion Appalachia and hear
about the Ignatian FamMonday, November 17
ily Teach-In for Justice from
Chess Club practiced team members Garret Fox,
in the Ignatian Conference Giuseppe Vitellaro, and Rick
Room.
Garner.
Thomas à Kempis Club
Mock Trial held a meetmet to discuss chapter 21 ing introducing their two of
of The Imitation of Christ, the three lawyer coaches for
and
moderator
Michael this year: Preston Humphrey
Marchlewski, S.J., created a of Preston Humphrey Esq.,
detailed syllabus for the chap- LLC and Thomas Albus, an
ters and page numbers that assistant U.S. attorney. They
the members should read also started to page through
throughout the school year.
the case, and members wrote
The library challenged down what they wanted to be:
students to identify a shred- lawyer or witness.
ded book contained within a
Wednesday, November 19
jar.
Chem Study worked on
Chem Study convened in
chemistry problems in the the old cafeteria before movOld Cafeteria after school.
ing to 215C, until finally setRams Club celebrated tling in the old cafeteria again
the dominant performance to wrestle through chemistry
against Denver, and gave Rod- problems together.
ney McLeod the play of the
SLUH Acts of Random
game for his hit on Emmanuel Kindness (ARK) convened
Sanders. They also discussed to plot more random, hidden
RamFest.
goodness.
ACES played the docuTuesday, November 18
mentary I’m Not Racist, Am
Scholar Bowl had a meet I? Wednesday night in the Si
on Tuesday. Varsity beat Cor Commons. See article on page
Jesu and Lutheran South but 1 of this week’s Prep News.
lost to Nerinx. JV won against
During lunch, Junior
Nerinx, Rosati-Kain, and Cor Pastoral Team split into two
Jesu.
groups: one to discuss the asImprov Club met after sembly, the other to discuss

T

imothy J. Sexton, ’74, the
only Jr. Bill to date to be
nominated for an Oscar, has
recently ventured into the
television industry and landed
a job as head judge for the St.
Louis International Film Festival.
Sexton will revisit his
hometown this Sunday for the
annual film festival hosted by
Cinema St. Louis. Sexton will
receive the Charles Guggenheim Cinema St. Louis Award,
which “honors St. Louisans
making significant contributions to the art of film,” according to Cinema St. Louis.
In addition to receiving
the award, Sexton will lead a
jury to determine the winners
of other awards at the festival.
“It will be a new experience for me,” said Sexton, who

is used to being on the other
end of the judging.
As the main judge, Sexton will have the final say on
who wins each award.
Sexton’s experience at
writing and producing movies
will play a role in his decisions
in the jury.
“I know how hard it is to
make something, even something that doesn’t turn out so
well, so I have compassion for
everyone involved,” said Sexton. “I’ll be looking for things
that are unusually good, I’m
not out to target things that
aren’t very good.”
In addition to judging,
Sexton will submit a screenplay, The Liberator, which will
be featured at the Tivoli Theater on Sunday. The Liberator follows the life of Simon
Bolivar, who fought against
the Spanish Empire to free

seen by Donald Steingruby.
Sophomore
Pastoral
Team planned a Belly Brigade
for today for the Adopt-AFamily drive. They also brainstormed ideas for the prayer
services they are leading in
two weeks with Campus Minister Simonie Anzalone.
Thursday, November 20

Pax Christi talked about
the homeroom discussions after the block day presentation
and had members who went
to the Teach-In talk about
their favorite moments from
the trip.
Adopt-a-Family Homeroom Representatives convened in the old cafeteria with
Campus Minister Simonie
Anzalone to go over details
of the Adopt-A-Family Drive
for next week and the week of
Dec. 1.
Freshman
Pastoral
Team met during lunch in
Campus Ministry to discuss
the Freshman Class Mass today as well as the prayer services they are leading next
Monday-Thursday. That also
discussed the all-school racism talk from Wednesday.

er, Joseph Reznikov, and Joe
Slama.

Venezuela. For The Liberator,
an old project of his, Sexton
spent two months in Venezuela and worked with Venezuelan director Alberto Arvelo.
Sexton’s television debut,
Lottery, premiered on Lifetime in late July and wrapped
up its first season at the end
of September. Sexton created
and produced Lottery in addition to writing half of its ten
episodes.
Although Sexton has
been quite successful in the
movie industry, this marks
his first attempt at a television
project.
“I’ve just started my television exploration,” said Sexton.
Despite his relative inexperience, Sexton has enjoyed
his short time on television.
“What I like about television is that it’s writer driven,”

Sexton voted that the
writer has the main voice in
the production of a television
show. “It’s the writer who has
the final say in TV shows, it’s
the writing that drives it,” Sexton said. “It’s a really exciting
place for a writer, and television right now is where most
of the edgy storytelling is occurring.”
Sexton has had to adapt
slightly to venture from the
movie industry to television.
“You write a feature with
an end in mind, but you write
a TV pilot with endless possibilities in mind,” Sexton said
Sexton has already begun
his next project, a miniseries
for ABC entitled Los Californios, and is excited to continue
his adventure in television.
“If I had to choose, I’ll always choose endless possibilities,” Sexton said.

Twenty-one travel to D.C. for Ignatian Teach-In
leave early, but we continued
the conversation for about
the story, but we become the 30 minutes with Courtney
story,” said Rev. Kevin Burke, Houston-Carter, one of his
S.J. “Every human story
Legislative Assistants whom
opens unto God.”
we met with last year.
The next morning our
“I enjoyed the advocacy
group traveled to Capitol
because we got to meet the
Hill, where we met with Sen- politicians, not just their staff
ator Roy Blunt, a Legislative
members,” said Vitellaro.
Assistant of Senator Claire
Our group also took a
McCaskill, and Congressman tour of the Capitol Building
Lacy Clay.
led by Legislative Assistant
Blunt welcomed us into of Senator Claire McCaskill
the office of former U.S. Pres- and Nerinx graduate Emma
ident Harry S. Truman and
Kenyon.
listened to our call for comWe then had a joint
prehensive humane immigra- meeting with Saint Louis Unition reform. He needed to
versity (SLU) students with

Schedule R

another aide of Claire McCaskill. While our students
focused exclusively on comprehensive humane immigration reform, the SLU students
talked about environmental
issues, immigration, and
police brutality.
Our last meeting was
with Lacy Clay, who invited
us into his private office for
a very relaxed conversation
concerning not only immigration but also our views
on the events in Ferguson.
He was pleased to hear about
SLUH’s forum and our assembly with Dr. Terence Jones
this week.

Sunday, November 23

Senior Kairos Retreat (through Wednesday)
CISL Speech at Cor Jesu
SLUHtique
12pm KEEN

Monday, November 24

Schedule R
Junior White House Retreat (through Thursday)
AP
Vanderbilt University (TN)—M110
Yale University (CT)—M112

Tuesday, November 25
Loyola Santa Collection (through Friday)
4pm
C White Basketball vs. Chaminade
5:15pm C Blue Basketball vs. Chaminade
9pm
V Hockey vs. De Smet

Schedule R

Wednesday, November 26
No Classes—Thanksgiving Break (through Sunday)

Friday, November 28
9:45pm V Hockey vs. Westminster

Monday, December 1

Schedule R
8:15am Advent Adoration
AP
Senior Project Meeting
3:45pm V Basketball vs. McCluer @ Pattonville 		
Tournament
4:30pm TASK Bowling

Tuesday, Decmeber 2

Schedule R
Advent Confessions (through Friday)
C Blue Basketball @ Webster Tournament
8:15am Advent Adoration
AP
Poetry Out Loud
—Compiled by Sam Chechik, 5:30pm TASK Family Fitness
Nick Messina, Emanuel Park6pm
V/JV/C Wrestling vs. Hazelwood West

Journal from Washington

(continued from page 3)

Friday, November 21

Adopt-A-Family Drive (through Dec. 5)
Mix-It-Up Lunch
AP
Freshman Class Mass
school to play games such as Thanksgiving.
Snack—Texas Sweet Pretzel
Oscar Worthy Moment, EmoChess Club hung out
9:45pm
V Hockey vs. CBC
tional Family, and club favor- in the Ignatian Conference
Lunch
Special—Chicken
Bacon Cheese Sandwich
ite Menacing Phone.
Room and played chess, overVegetarian—Baked Potato

Sexton, ’74, to judge at St. Louis film said
festival
Sexton.
BY Sam Heagney
REPORTER

November 21, 2014

“I really appreciated our
advocacy day … for people
from our community to
gather with 1600 other young
people to talk about issues
that really matter and to be
able to put some of that into
action by going to Capitol
Hill and advocating to our
elected officials to try to make
a real change its vital,” said
Beugg. “It’s vital to put our
faith into action. Not only
did we just learn and grow
but to take steps to make real
change.”

Wednesday, December 3

Schedule R

Billiken Christmas Shoppe (through Thursday)
C White Basketball @ Timberland Tournament (through
Friday)
8:15am Advent Adoration
AP
Activity Period Mass
3:30pm Ignatian Evening and Dinner
4pm
B Basketball vs. McCluer North
6:30pm TASK Volleyball
6:45pm V Basketball Senifinal @ Pattonville Tournament

Thursday, December 4

Schedule R

C Blue Basketball @ Webster Tournament
Band Concert
8:15am Advent Adoration
4pm
B Basketball vs. De Smet
6pm
V/JV Wrestling @ Windsor

Friday, December 5

Assembly Schedule
Fine Arts Assembly
Mix-It-Up Lunch
8:15am Advent Adoration
4pm
V/JV Wrestling @ Parkway South Tournament
8:15pm V Basketball @ Pattonville Tournament
calendar | Sam Chechik

Committee to
recommend device
(continued from page 1)
Council will write out a document probably emphasizing the
reasons behind their decision and we’ll meet with the principal and all members of the Instructional Council and share that
document for kind of a final perusal,” said See. “That recommendation has to be approved by the Principal and presumably
the President before it would go out to anyone else.”
After the committee makes a recommendation, Moran
and Laughlin will make a decision for next year’s implementation. For a number of reasons, including the fact that families
will be able to purchase the device for Christmas, Moran plans
to announce the decision soon after the recommendation.
“I would really like to have the announcement out before Christmas,” Moran said.
—Leo Heinz contributed reporting.
STUDENTS SUCCEED AT DISTRICT CHOIR: The Prep News
would like to recognize freshman Darren Tucker and junior Joseph
Schultz who made it into the District Honors Choir. Out of 324 students who auditioned, only 160 were chosen, including the two.

